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Australian Turntables is a world renowned company
specialising in rotational movement systems.

Established in 1987, Australian Turntables was
founded through a willingness to adapt and simplify
processes thinking to engineer smart, long lasting
solutions.

At Australian Turntables, we understand the impact
and quality of your supply chain impacts the success
of your project.

Our innovative solutions are built to turn the world
around, the Australian way.

We provide turntables to a wide range of industries
from construction sites and commercial parking, to
rotating displays and residential driveways, making
life easier by maximising space and increasing
eﬃciency in the safest way possible.
Our team provide straightforward, practical
solutions, and support to our clients from the initial
concept of a project through to completion as well
as on going after installation.

We design and manufacture all of our products in
Australia, and can supply solutions for any project,
across any industry, anywhere in the world.

That’s why we bring global expertise and deliver
long term value with our products. We embrace
challenges, and continually innovate to imagine
better solutions.

With knowledge and experience across a range of
industries, and our global distribution network, we
have delivered projects to over 22 countries for
some of the world’s best companies.

We’re not interested in “one and done” sales, but
rather in building lasting relationships with our
clients, making their life easier which is what they
have come to expect.
It’s simple, for us, every detail counts we work out
the complexities, so you don’t have to.
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COMPANY

OUR
FOCUS

Our key focus is our customers’ needs after all,
where would we be without them?
For us, helping customers achieve the best results
means also having a strong focus on improving
safety, saving space, and increasing productivity.
By focusing on the speciﬁc details of our customers’
needs, our team works to develop the most
practical and eﬃcient design for your space, so you
can achieve the best results.

OUR
INDUSTRIES

OUR
CLIENTS SAY

OUR
QUALITY

• Residential
• Showrooms
• Construction
• Revolving Restaurant / Rooms
• Mining
• Tunnelling
• Cement Plants
• Warehouse / Loading Docks
• Materials Handling
• Photo Booth
• Emergency Services
• Custom Projects
• Rotating theatre stages

‘I have worked with Australian Turntables for over
three years and can say with conﬁdence that the
products that have been supplied, installed and
maintained have been of a superior standard’.

Our products are designed and manufactured
locally in Australia using the highest quality
products, giving you a solution that’s built to last.

MICHAEL CARTISANO
Senior Site Manager
Lendlease

We are accredited with the following Australian
and international standards:
AS 4024
ISO 9001: 2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 45001:2018
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R E V O LV I N G R O O M S

WHY AUSTRALIAN TURNTABLES
Australian Turntables will work with you to design a unique solution
that generates revenue and impresses clients.
Revolving platforms for commercial developments attract plenty of attention and new customers; this alone is a major advantage for your prospective clients.
Australian Turntables works with architects to develop customised products
that maximise space and result in convenient, elegant solutions for a variety of
challenges. These solutions provide an attractive return on investment and
increase revenue throughout the lifetime of a building.
Our team has installed revolving restaurants and specialty rooms across the
globe, including the world’s largest 50-meter diameter turntables at Milad
Tower, also two amazing rotating auditoriums at the Adelaide Convention
Centre.

INTELLIGENT DESIGN
OPTIMISED SPACE

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

AFFORDABLE AUTOMATION

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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REVOLVING
RESTAURANT

MAXIMISE YOUR VIEWS
ATTRACT MORE CUSTOMERS TO YOUR RESTAURANT, GIVING THEM A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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WHY AUSTRALIAN TURNTABLES

Australian Turntables products are robust, reliable, quiet and vibration free
during operation. We meticulously follow international standards and safety
codes throughout the design and engineering process to ensure each project is
completed to world class level.
We’ll work with you from concept through to design, engineering, quality
control, and construction. The ﬁnal product delivered is the world’s best
possible turntable system to ﬁt your unique project.

CONCEPT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
WORLD-CLASS QUALITY

IMPECCABLE SAFETY

LONG-TERM RELIABILITY

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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REVOLVING ROOM
SOUTH COAST, NSW

ENHANCE YOUR VIEWS FROM EVERY ANGLE
MAXIMISE DISTRIBUTION OF SPACE
INCREASE THE VERSATILITY OF THE ROOM

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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CASE STUDY

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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CASE STUDY ADELAIDE
CONVENTION CENTRE
Architect: Woods Bagot & VX3 Architects, London
Structural Engineer: Aurecon
Builder: Lendlease

This project features the world’s largest rotating seating drums two
revolving auditoriums capable of seating 320 people each, both of which
were supplied by Australian Turntables.

Client: Department of Planning, Transport, and Infrastructure, South Australia
Project Completion: 2017,
Structure: 2x18 metre rotating drums, tiered frame, and operable walls.

Set at the back of the Hall, the rotating drums can be used as part of the
main auditorium or rotated 180 degrees in mere minutes to form two
individual theatrettes.

The Adelaide Convention Centre redevelopment was a renovation of the original
centre that was built in 1987. This multi-purpose, state-of-the-art facility needed

Australian Turntables worked with the architect and builder from concept

greater capacity and ﬂexibility to accommodate large, medium, and small

to construction, helping to ensure that safety and quality were delivered

events.

alongside innovative rotating machinery.

The ﬁnal solution culminated in a combination of hinged seating, operable walls,

If you are looking for unique solutions that will set your projects apart

and rotating seating drums that allow groups to be arranged into more than 15

from the competition, please contact us and we can work together to

diﬀerent conﬁgurations. This ﬂexibility attracts organisers to the beautiful city

formulate smart, customised products.

of Adelaide, generating better opportunities and greater revenues for the
client.

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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WHISKEY LICKER UP BAR - LAS VEGAS
REVOLVING BARS

GENERATE A BUZZ
ATTRACT A CROWD
BUILD AN UPSCALE CLIENTELE
GROW YOUR VENUE’S PROFILE
https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au

INCREASE YOUR REVENUE
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Bendigo Tech School
La Trobe University
Edwards Road
Flora Hill VIC 3550
Telephone (03) 5444 7113

BTS
TESTIMONIAL

27 October 2020
Re: Testimonial

Australian Turntables

Dear prospective Australian Turntables partner,
Bendigo Tech School was proud to collaborate with Australian Turntables to create our
bespoke lifting exhibition turntable. This beautifully crafted architectural feature was designed
to complement the high-tech, flexible learning environment of the Tech School.
The turntable allows us to instantly create elevated seating or exhibition display space. Some of
the side panels are clear, enabling the lifting mechanism to act as an educational tool. This
dynamic building feature is a highlight of any Tech School tour.
The Australian Turntables design team listened carefully to our brief and delivered a quality
project of commendable precision, working tirelessly to perfect the installation. As industry
partners, we often tell local students about the role this unique company plays in making the
building and construction sector safer and more efficient.
This showcase project is a tangible representation of the strength of our industry partnerships
and the importance of innovation in the Bendigo region.
We highly endorse Australian Turntables for their innovative solutions and specialist expertise in
this field.
Yours sincerely,

Graeme Wiggins
Director, Bendigo Tech School

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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CONVENTION CENTRES
AND CONFERENCE ROOMS

OPTIMISE EVERY SPACE TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL
CREATE AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS TO ACCOMMODATE A RANGE OF EVENTS
DESIGN FOR VERSATILITY

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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AUSTRALIAN TURNTABLES
PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN MADE & OWNED
At Australian Turntables, all of our products are proudly designed and manufactured right
here in Australia. This means we invest in our local community, reduce environmental costs,
and, in our humble opinion, build a better product. Our turntables are the result of years of
risk taking, innovation, adaptability, mateship and bloody hard work!
Australian born and Australian made, we are constantly searching for simple, straightforward,
practical solutions that make your life easier and more eﬃcient giving you more time for what
really matters.
Quality assured – The Aussie Way
Safety comes ﬁrst
Be it construction sites, airport parking, rotational displays, loading docks, or
residential driveways, we don’t compromise on quality or safety, and choose to use
local products and services to manufacture our products, we also source our staﬀ
locally. Our inhouse engineers combine industrial design and engineering to produce
the highest quality products. We approach challenges and complex problems with

Quality
Management
System

Environmental
Management
System

Occupational
Health & Safety

innovative solutions that are built to turn the world around, the Australian way.
The Australian Made license has been assessed in accordance to the AMAG code of
practice. Licensee ID number: 13153
https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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QUALITY &
WARRANTY

Our products are engineered to last.
Australian Turntables quality is backed by our two year warranty on all moving
parts, and a 10 year warranty on our structures.

2

YEARS
Warranty
on moving parts

We oﬀer an extended warranty on moving parts to ﬁve years, for all customers
who engage in an annual service (conducted by Australian Turntables Service
Agent) for this period.
The annual services can be included in your initial purchase to lock in current
service rates.
Subject to warranty terms and conditions.

10
YEARS

Structural
Warranty

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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DISTRIBUTORS
& PROJECTS

Norway
U.K.

Russia

Sweden

Canada

Belgium

Germany
France

Monaco

Iraq
Israel

Azerbaijan
Iran
UAE
Qatar

U.S.A

India

Cambodia

Oman

Philippines
Colombia

Distributors & projects

Tanzania

Singapore
Indonesia

Distributors
Projects

Australia

New Zealand

https://www.turntables.com.au/
turntables.com.au
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON TURNING YOUR SPACE INTO A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE, CONTACT US.

https://www.turntables.com.au
turntables.com.au
61 Collins Street, Kangaroo Flat 3555
Victoria, Australia.

https://n9.cl/padkw

+61 3 5447 0525

https://n9.cl/syfx1

https://n9.cl/paiox

sales@turntables.com.au

https://n9.cl/nkkqd

